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Policy & Procedure/ finance / Sharing the Offering

Sharing the Offering with Charitable Organizations

Our Sunday offering will be shared with charitable organizations selected by the Social Justice Council (SJC),
based on the following goals and procedures:

Goals:

To provide the congregation with information about and an opportunity for donation to a charitable
organization that has been designated by the  SJC as being one that promotes our principles and values in the
community, the nation, or the world.

To provide such an opportunity without negatively impacting the offering insofar as it is an integral part of
the operating budget.

Procedures:

Up to once a month, the SJC may designate a charitable organization with which to split the plate collection
on the designated Sunday.  The organization should have broad appeal to members and friends of our
congregation, such that it would inspire donations beyond what individuals would normally contribute to the
offering, consistent with the SJC criteria for selecting recipient organizations. These criteria are advisory
rather than directive; recipient organizations need not meet all criteria to be selected.:

local, especially part of a community initiative beyond the church
too controversial in the view of mainstream funding (e.g., GLYS, Planned Parenthood)
too urgent for routine mainstream funding (a strike fund for  local workers, the Section 8
shortfall, etc.)
public policy oriented, with an emphasis on empowerment of oppressed groups (as UUSC is
in its focus areas)
otherwise neglected by mainstream funders (environmental issues, for example)In consultation
with the Minister, the SJC has chosen the second Sunday of each month for the  appeal. The Minister
will ensure coordination, if needed, with themes or activities that may have been previously planned
and will coordinate with the Director of Life Span Faith Development for coordination with offerings
or activities of our children. The Records Administrator will be provided with the name and address
of the organization to which the contribution is to be sent.

As soon as the final recipient organizations have been selected, the SJC will notify the minister as far in
advance as possible, but at least  one month in advance, so appropriate plans can be made for incorporation of
the offering into the service.  The minister, a member of the  SJC, or a third party must provide the
congregation with information during the service about the organization and the reason it was chosen by the
SJC.  The person making the announcement should inform the congregation that the offertory plate collection
will be evenly split between the organization and the church.  All checks should be made payable to the
church.

The organization should be chosen far enough in advance that the special collection can be “advertised” in the
Venture and the Sunday bulletin which precede the collection date.  Enough detail should be included so as to
catch the interest of potential donors. The SJC is responsible for the advance advertising in the Venture and
bulletins.
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In December, the Finance Committee usually provides an opportunity for members and friends to make a
special contribution to the church via the “red envelope.” The red envelope will not be provided on the
December Sunday designated by SJC to be a Charitable Contribution Sunday.

Sharing the Offering with Charitable Organizations (cont.)

Notes on history of this policy:

From 1994 until October, 2004, the “red envelope” in December was offered at all services and Christmas
Eve services and donations were split between the church and the charity chosen by the Social Concerns
committee.  From the late 1980’s until 1994, the “red envelope” was designated as a special donation to
the church during December as another fundraiser separate from one’s pledge.

Prior to October 2004, the Social Concerns Committee chose a charity with whom to “split the plate” up
to one time each month.  Donations to the offering plate were split between the church and the charity.

From October 2004  thru June 2007, the charitable offering was placed in a special envelope, separate
from the offering. All the funds place in the envelope were given to the charity.  Donars experienced
confusion as to the extra envelopeand fewer charitable contributions were received.

As of June 2007, the policy returns to a “split the plate” approach, due to additional management and
collection confusion that has been experienced since 2004, reduced charitable contributions and a desire
on the part of the newly formed Social Justice Council to raise congregational awareness of organizations
in need of our church’s support.

* * * * *


